We show that the free precession of a triaxial body can naturally explain the anomalously rapid change of the X-ray pulse profile observed by the HEAO-1 in September 1979 without requiring a large change in the moment of inertia.
. A schematic view of neutron star body. M is the angular momentum vector. The case of axisymmetric free precession: I ′ 3 > I ′ 2 = I ′ 1 , the magnetic plole moves along the plane trajectory; the small thick arrow shows the way the pole passes in 1-day time interval. The case of triaxial free precession: I3 ∼ > I2 > I1, two separatrices appear crossing at I2 andĨ2; a non-planar trajectory of M relative to the new axes of inertia is shown with the thin arrows indicating the direction of the angular momentum motion. In the left panel, the case when M goes towardĨ2 is shown, i.e. the neutron star body turns anticlockwise around an axis close to I1 . In the right panel M moves toward I2 and the star turns clockwise around I1. The long thick arrow indicates the rapid motion of the magnetic pole P toward the rotational equator. situation corresponds to a "normal" free precession in Her X-1 and in the magnetic pole P uniformly goes along such a circle passing a path marked by the short thick arrow in one day. The precession period is simply P pr ≈ P ns I || /(cos b(I ⊥ − I || )) >> P ns , where I || and I ⊥ are the components of the moment of inertia parallel and normal to the total angualr momentum and b is the angle between the largest moment of inertia (I ′ 3 in our case) and the angular momentum.
Let now the body of the neutron star suffer from some quake resulting in a practically instant change in all moments of inertia with I 3 ∼ > I 2 > I 1 (Fig. 1 ). As is well known (see Landau and Lifshits 1965) , in this case the motion of the angular momentum vector relative to the axes of inertia becomes more complicated: two families of non-planar trajectories appear isolated by two separatrices passing through I 2 , one around I 3 , another around I 1 . The motion along a trajectory around the maximal moment of inertia (I 3 ) becomes very nonuniform (see Fig. 2 ): the closer the trajectory to the separatrix, the more nonuniform is the motion along it. In Fig. 2 we show how the angle between the angular momentum and the magnetic pole θ changes with time over one precession period (see the Appendix for more detail). The angular momentum rapidly passes most part of the trajectory and slows down its motion near the turning point close to the points I 2 andĨ 2 (in the limiting case when going along the separatrix, the point would stay infinitely long at the separatrix crossing points I 2 andĨ 2 , being in the state of indifferent equilibrium).
In the triaxial case, the angular momentum vector can move in two opposite directions depending on at which part of the tarjectory it was during the quake (left and right schemes in Fig. 1) . Accordingly, in the rotating frame with the z-axis along M, the magnetic pole will rapidly move downward (left part of Fig. 1 ) or upward (right part of Fig.  1 ) since the neutron star body turn around some axis (close to I 1 in Fig. 1) . Requiring that the magnetic pole lies near the rotational equator shortly after the quake (in order to see an X-ray pulse with two equal peaks), it should be located near the circle connecting I 3 and I 1 axes of inertia (as the angular momentum vector "freezes" near the axis I 2 )
The long thick arrow in Fig. 1 illustrates the path the magnetic pole now passes over one day. In Her X-1, the transition from one trajectory to another occurs between September 22 and 23, 1979, which explains the apparent 10-fold increase in the free precession rate. After that the moments of inertia relaxes to their "usual" values and the magnetic pole returns to another planar "axially-symmetric" trajectory lying not far from the old one (because the angular momentum spents most time near the separatrix "crotch"). During the triaxial motion described above the precession period should not change appreciably since the gross differene in the parallel and perpendicular moments of inertia remains practically the same. Fig. 2 . The dependence of the angle θ between the magnetic pole P and the vector of angular momentum M on the precession phase in the case of triaxial precession. The relative difference in moments of inertia is 10 −6 . The magnetic pole position is close to I1 (left panel), I2 (middle panel), and I3 (right panel). The five curves in each figure are shown for the trajectories around I3 (see Fig. 1 ) having different maximal angles χmax between M and the axis I3: tan χmax = 1, 1/3, 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000. The closer the trajectory to the separtrices, the more nonuniform the motion of M along it is.
In the free precession model for Her X-1 the vector of the neutron star angular momentum should be inclined to the line of sight by an angle of ∼ −40 degrees tilted away from the observer (see Trümper et al. 1986 for a detailed discussion of all relevant angles in the case of the axially symmetric free precession). That the angular momentum of the neutron star proves to be tilted with respect to the orbital angular momentum is naturally explained in the framework of the free precession model because the torques applied to a strongly magnetized rotating neutron star by the accretion disk change the sign for some critical inclination (∼ 55 degrees) of the magnetic dipole axis to the neutron star spin axis (Lipunov 1992 Specifying the relative differences ∆I 12 /I 3 , ∆I 23 /I 3 and expressing the precession phase in units of the dimensionless precession period Π = 4 π/2 0 du 1 − k 2 sin 2 u with the parameter k as k 2 = (I 2 − I 1 )(2EI 3 − M 2 ) (I 3 − I 2 )(M 2 − 2EI 1 ) we calculate the curves shown in Fig. 2 for the position of the magnetic pole on the neutron star surface and the angular momentum vector as explained in the figure caption.
